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Rt. Hon’ble Prime Minister and Chancellor of Kathmandu University, Mr. Sushil Koirala, 

Hon’ble Minister of Education and Pro-Chancellor, Ms. Chitralekha Yadav 

Honourable Vice Chancellor, Prof. Dr. Ram Kantha Makaju Shrestha, 

Distinguished members of University Senate, Executive Council and Academic Council 

Respected professors, 

Graduates from different Schools and Programmes, 

Distinguished Guests, 

 

Namaskar! 

 

I stand here with pride for being able to attend the 20
th

 graduation ceremony of Kathmandu 

University (KU) as a chief guest, and to share a few my views opinions on the occasion. First, I 

extend my heartfelt gratitude to the KU family for this opportunity.   

 

Today is the 26
th

 day of the month of Mangsir, according to the Vikram year 2071. In the natural 

process of seasonal changes, the sun was in the northern hemisphere earlier hiding between the 

veils of summer and monsoon. Today the sun is smiling in the southern hemisphere. There is an 

ecstatic mood of welcome at the approach of winter after the autumn took leave. This academic 

pilgrimage of Dhulikhel is glowing in harmony with that ecstasy.  

 

In the course of the development of human civilization and culture, and from the early days of 

creation, different rituals, worships, festivals, fairs, dances, costumes etc. have remained the 

icons of culture and therefore reflected the realities of the societies and nations. In the same icons 

shine the art and philosophy of living. Similarly, the evolution of anthropology and education 

takes culture as a broad form and base of epistemology, which literally involves knowledge, 

faith, art, ethics, norms, customs, abilities and behaviours acquired by an individual as the 

member of a society.  

 

In this context, I would like to present the example of Dhanya Purnima, celebrated on Mangsir 

20 in Dhulikhel and its vicinity, or the vicinity of KU which is itself moving ahead in the path of 

progress as a centre of education and the heartthrob of  Kavre.  Because Nepal is a multi-ethnic, 



multi-lingual and multicultural country, there is diversity even within single culture. This is also 

reflected by the Dhanya Purnima. The Newars celebrated it as yomahripunhi (the full moon day 

on which a pointed bread yomahri is offered), while the Kirants observed it as the Undhauli 

festival by dancing Sakela, their ethnic dance.  But the essence of Dhanya Purnima is of a 

national festival for worshipping the earth to acknowledge the opportunity of cultivation and 

harvest and to express gratitude towards goddess nature, the creator. It is a pleasant coincidence 

that Americans living many seas away from Nepalis also celebrated like every year the Thanks 

Giving Day on November 27, to thank mother earth for the opportunity of cultivation and 

harvest. In fact, though the modes of celebration differ, the source of both Dhanya Purnima and 

Thanks Giving is the same.  

 

It is widely said that it is the great duty and privilege of every human being to offer the Nature a 

tribute of joy and gratitude for the blessings of the year. In other words, the feelings of 

benevolence are naturally awakened in everyone when he finds before him the blessings of 

fruitful fields i.e. the corn, the paddy, the millet and vegetables etc.  

 

So, when we trace the features of our Nepalese Dhannaya Purnima Day and the American 

Thanks Giving Day, we find a common conception and tradition of international culture. 

 

So, as we talk about socio-cultural importance and features of our festivals today, on the auspices 

of the 20
th

 convocation ceremony, we feel that the human beings from around the world have 

always worked towards world peace and world friendship by augmenting mutual understanding 

and coexistence.  

 

It is equally contextual to retrospect whether we have been able to give proper space to the role 

of our cultural heritages in our education system. Though education and culture are two different 

disciplines, the awareness of the correlation of these two has high potential to add new insights 

into our education system. It will therefore be beneficial for us to integrate the fundamentals of 

our diverse cultural values and assumptions into the educational system. If we allowed our 

education to remain simply a means of livelihood, our life would be shallow and dry even though 

we would make higher material achievements.  But, if we include the milestones of culture in our 

education, our life will be enriched with ‘truth, beauty and goodness.’  

 

Let me add a new context here from the day of 4
th

 Mangsir this month. Right Honourable 

President Dr. Ram Baran Yadav released The Art of Thangka, a massive (too big to lift with a 



single hand) research creation including pictorial illustrations. The author of the work is Shyalpa 

Tenzing Rimpoche, the Bajrayani Acharya guru of the Shyalpa monastery, an experienced and 

talented artist and researcher. This guru had a firm belief that the monasteries built on the slopes 

and summits of our mountains are the treasures of knowledge, philosophy and art closely related 

to our spiritual and cultural heritages. In fact, culture and art are great elements to offer the riches 

of truth, beauty and goodness to the lives of people no matter in which nook of the earth they 

reside. And, if we humans are not allowed to be educated with the heritages of culture and art, 

what difference will remain there between us and a beast? A beast neither understands art, nor 

comprehends culture.  

 

Guru Rimpoche has a strong conviction: One of the main purposes of our education is to cleanse 

our heart off attachment, envy, and anguish and to attain good feelings from the path of freedom 

and peace.  I have heard that the guru is already out on a world tour for an educational exhibition 

of his research work. I believe he is in a pious mission of speaking about and thereby helping to 

augment world peace and universal brotherhood.  

 

Finally, I congratulate today’s graduates. I heartily believe you are the future pillars of Nepal.  

You have become the greatest and ablest human resources of our country after being graduates 

of higher education and achieving knowledge, technology and skills. And I would like to extend 

best wishes for Kathmandu University’s all-round prowess in its pious mission of widening the 

horizon of science, technology, philosophy and life-skills.   

 

Lead us all, , O Lord, from the darkness to light! 

 

Long Live Kathmandu University ! 

 

 

Thank You! 

 

Satya Mohan Joshi 

Kathmandu University, Dhulikhel 

12 December 2014 

 


